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concept

PINGO is a triply photography magazine based in Amsterdam. The magazine is published by coca braun, a non-profit organization devoted to fine art.
Yet, there are always “guest” participating who are no regular members of
the cooperative.
PINGO is distributed throughout the Netherlands and Germany.
The first issue was published in 2007 dealing then with drawings, book
reviews and photojournalism. Since 2010 it is primarily concerned with
aesthetic uses of documentary photography.
The idea behind the magazine is to not focus so much on the single photograph but create a statement which derives from a certain combination of
photographs.
Frankly speaking, we believe that photography on its own is worth nothing.
There needs to be a context where the photos are placed.
PINGO combines amateurish shots which we found e.g. in newspapers, billboards and the internet with the work of professional photographers.
There are a lot of interesting photos outside which we constantly come
across.
People tend to devalue them since there are so many. Of course not all of
them are worthy to be printed in a magazine. Some of theme are, though. It
just needs someone who is eager to track them down.

PINGO is available online and
on the spot in the
Brussels
Netherlands and
New
York City
in Germany
Nuremberg
London
Dusseldorf
Berlin
Venice
München
Frankfurt
Vienna

here are only a few outlets listed
where you might get a printed copy:
Amsterdam
Athenaeum Nieuwscentrum - Spui 14-16
Chique De Friemel - Haarlemmerdijk 172
Haarlem
Athenaeum Boekhandel - Gedempte Oude Gracht 70
Berlin
Helmut Newton Stiftung - Jebensstraße 2
Eisenherz - Lietzenburger Str.9a
Artificium - Hackesche Höfe, Rosenthaler Str.40/41
b_books - Lübbener Str.14
Motto - Skalitzer Str.68
ebertundweber - Falckensteinstr.44
Georg Büchner Kunstbuchladen - Wörther Str. 16
München
Haus der Kunst - Prinzregentenstr. 1

exhibitions
every once in a while PINGO
celebrates releases or does
exhibitions in bookshops and
art galleries.
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Who reads PINGO?
Over the past 3 years, PINGO’s
honest and inspirational approach
to explore photojournalism and
fine art has generated a huge
respect which in turn has developed a loyal readership across
Europe
and and
Newthe
YorkNetherlands.
City.
Germany

total circulation

600

readership per copy
estimated readership
male / female

4
2500
47 / 53

age breadown
18 - 24
25 - 34
35 - 44
44+

12%
21%
26%
42%
31%%
26
31%
11%
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WHO TO CALL?
WHEN DO WE PUBLISH PINGO?
issue / Number

on sale

digital copy

2020 // 614
Winter 2011

01 January

17 December

Summer 2011
2020 // 715

01 July

06 June

Fall / 82020 / 16

01 October

19 September

managing
editor
editor
Luca
LucasHillen
Hillen
0049
4810
0031177
6 111
08 310
160
Luca@tomisjerry.com
lucas@cocabraun.com
proof
designeditor
Robin
Thomas
Mathias
Ringgenberg
Robin@tomisjerry.com
mathias@cocabraun.com

DELIVER ARTWORK TO
PINGO
PINGO Magazine
Vrolikstraat
Vinkenstraat285
172-2
1091VC
Amsterdam
1o13JX Amsterdam
Holland
Holland
or via email:
Pingo@tomisjerry.com
love@cocabraun.com

SUBSCRIPTIONS
3 issues for: 8 € + 4 € shipping

unknown
artist
Leah
Odze
Epstein for PINGO

subscription service:
Jens O’Brien
Andrea
Habiba
jens@cocabraun.com
andrea.habiba@tomisjerry.com

